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ABSTRACT
Triage should help ensure we appropriately manage all reported issues like bugs as well as improvements and
feature requests. Bug triage is a process where tracker issues are screened and prioritized. It is an unavoidable step
of resolving the bugs, because of which bug is assigned to a developer who is expert in solving particular type of
bugs. It also reduces the time cost in manual work. Existing technique like text classification is considered as
automatic but not efficient one. In this paper, we reduce the data scale and improve the quality of bug reports bug
reports are nothing but two dimensional data structure. These dimensions are word dimension and bug dimension.
We obtained single algorithm which combines instance selection with feature selection simultaneously to reduce
data scale on the bug dimension and the word dimension.

Key words: Bug triage, text classification, bug reports, instance selection, feature selection, Preprocessing of
data.

1. INTRODUCTION
In current software expansion, software
repositories are large databases for storing the
output of software development. Repositories
consist of source code, emails, bugs and
specification. To manually perform the bug triage
is very costly and even time consuming. bug
triage. Software projects in a company consist of
bug repositories which consist of bug data and it
helps developers to handle bug. Updates
according to the status of bug fixing. There are
two challenges associated to bug data that may
influence the effectual use of bug repositories
they are huge scale and the low quality of data.
Two typical characteristics of low-quality bugs
are noise and redundancy. Both of these
characteristics affect the bug triage process. So in
this paper the two major issues are the large data
and low quality. This two issue need to be solved
to facilitate the bug handling process. In our

work, we combine existing techniques of instance
selection and feature selection to simultaneously
reduce the bug dimension and the word
dimension which improves the quality of the bug
data. [6]
A software bug is a fault or failure in a computer
program that proves to generate an incorrect or
ambiguous result, or to behave in unexpected
ways. There are many feasible ways to find bugs
in software. Various Dynamic techniques, such as
testing and assertions, depend on the runtime
behavior of a program. The most efficient and
nice static technique for terminating bugs is a
formal evidence of correctness. Bug Patterns are
error-free coding trails that arise from the use of
erroneous design patterns, misunderstanding of
language semantics, or simple and common
mistakes. As developers, we many times believe
that any bugs in our code must be subtle, unique
and require sophisticated tools to uncover. All of
the bug pattern detectors are done using BCEL,
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which is an open source byte code analysis and
instrumentation library. The detectors are
executed using the Visitor design pattern; every
detector checks every class of the analyzed
library or the application. Data mining (the
analysis step of the Knowledge Discovery in
Databases process, an interdisciplinary subfield of
computer science, is the computational process of
finding patterns in huge data sets which includes
methods at the intersection of machine
intelligence and machine learning, statistics, and
database systems.
The Mining Software Repositories (MSR)
analyzes the rich data in software repositories,
such as version, mailing list archives, bug
tracking systems, control repositories, issue
tracking systems etc. to uncover eye catching and
function-able information about the software
systems, projects and software engineering. By
using various data mining techniques, mining
software repositories can provide a solution to
these problems. A bug repository provides a data
based platform to support many types of tasks on
bugs, e.g., fault prediction bug localization and
reopened bug analysis. [9]
Bug reports in a bug repository are called bug

data. Bug triage is very time taking method. It
includes handling software bugs, which assigns a
right developer to a new bug coming in the
experiments; the data reduction techniques for
bug triage are evaluated on the bug reports of two
large open source projects, such as Eclipse.
Experimental output shows that by using the
instance selection technique to the data set can
reduce bug reports but the accuracy of bug triage
may be decreased; applying the feature selection
technique can reduce words in the bug data and
the accuracy can be increased. The bug report
consists of matter info concerning the bug and
updates associated with standing of bug fixing

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
[1] Who should fix this bug?
AUTHORS: J. Anvik, L. Hiew, and G. C.
Murphy

This paper present a semi-automatic technique
intended to ease one a part of this manner, the
mission of news to a developer. Our method
applies a system mastering set of rules to the open
worm repository to study the types of reviews
every developer resolves. Whilst a new document
arrives, the classifier produced through the
system getting to know technique indicates a
small range of builders appropriate to remedy the
document. With this approach, we've got reached
precision degrees of fifty seven percent and sixty
four percent on the Eclipse and Firefox
improvement initiatives respectively. This paper
additionally carried out the method to the gcc
open supply development with much less
advantageous consequences. This paper describe
the situations under which the approach is
applicable and also document on the classes we
learned about applying gadget studying to
repositories utilized in open source improvement.

Advantage: It is semi automated and gives the
bug report to developer. They achieve precision
for eclipse and fire fox.

Disadvantage: It is not used for open source
system. It is not investigate additional source of
information.

[2] Finding bugs in web applications using
dynamic test generation and explicit-state
model checking
AUTHORS: S. Artzi, A. Kie_zun, J. Dolby, F.
Tip,

D. Dig, A. Paradkar, and M. D. Ernst This paper
presents a dynamic test generation technique for
the domain of dynamic Web applications. The
technique utilizes both combined concrete and
symbolic execution and explicit-state model
checking. The technique generates tests
automatically, runs the tests capturing logical
constraints on inputs, and minimizes the
conditions on the inputs to failing tests so that the
resulting bug reports are small and useful in
finding and fixing the underlying faults. Our tool
Apollo implements the technique for the PHP
programming language. Apollo generates test
inputs for a Web application, monitors the
application for crashes, and validates that the
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output conforms to the HTML specification. This
paper presents Apollo’s algorithms and
implementation, and an experimental evaluation
that revealed 673 faults in six PHP Web
applications.

Advantage: It detects run time error and use
HTML validate as on oracle. They perform
automated analysis to minimize the size of failure
inducing input.

Disadvantage: The main drawback of this system
is used for only web application in HTML and
PHP sript.

[3] Reducing the effort of bug report triage:
Recommenders for development-oriented
decisions.
AUTHORS: J. Anvik and G. C. Murphy

A key collaborative hub for many software
improvement projects is the bug file repository.
Although its use can enhance the software
program improvement process in some of
methods, reports introduced to the repository
want to be triaged. A triage determines if a record
is meaningful. Significant reviews are then
organized for integration into the assignment's
improvement system. To assist triages with their
work, this article offers a device getting to know
method to create recommenders that assist with a
ramification of selections aimed at streamlining
the improvement method. The recommenders
created with this technique are accurate; as an
instance, recommenders for which developer to
assign a file that this paper created using this
method have a precision among 70% and ninety
eight% over five open source projects. They also
present method to assist the configuration of such
recommenders that appreciably lowers the cost of
placing a recommender in place for a task. Those
recommenders for which developer must
restoration a bug can be fast configured with this
method and that the configured recommenders are
inside 15% precision of hand-tuned developer
recommenders.

Advantage: The software developer improves the
process of finding the solution in number of way
on particular error.

Disadvantage: In particular project can require
substantial effort and be time consuming.

[4] Towards graphical models for text
processing
AUTHORS: C. C. Aggarwal and P. Zhao

This paper able to introduce the idea of distance
graph representations of text statistics. Such
representations preserve facts approximately the
relative ordering and distance between the words
inside the graphs and offer a far richer illustration
in phrases of sentence shape of the underlying
facts. Latest advances in graph mining and
hardware competencies of modern-day computer
systems permit us to manner extra complicated
representations of text. This technique permits
knowledge discovery from textual content which
isn't always viable with using a natural vector-
area representation, because it loses an awful lot
much less records approximately the ordering of
the underlying phrases. Furthermore, this
illustration does not require the improvement of
latest mining and management strategies. That is
because the method also can be converted right
into a structural version of the vector-space
representation, which lets in using all current
equipment for text. Further, present techniques
for graph and XML records may be at once
leveraged with this new illustration. The system
applies this method to a variety of mining and
management programs and displays its
advantages and richness in exploring the structure
of the underlying textual content documents.

Advantage: The existing text processing and
graph mining infrastructure be used directly with
the distance graph representation. This system
tested large number of different classification,
clustering and similarity search applications.

Disadvantage: This system are not efficiently
indexed and retrieved with the use of the distance
graph representation.

[5] Formal models for expert finding in
enterprise corpora.
AUTHORS: K. Balog, L. Azzopardi, and M. de
Rijke,
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Searching corporation’s document repositories for
specialists presents a fee powerful answer for the
mission of expert finding. These system present
two widespread techniques to professional
searching given a record collection which is
formalized the use of generative probabilistic
models. The primary of those directly fashions a
professional’s knowledge primarily based on the
documents that they're related to, while the
second one locates documents on topic, and then
unearths the related expert. Forming dependable
institutions is essential to the overall performance
of professional finding structures. Consequently,
in our assessment they examine the specific
procedures, exploring an expansion of institutions
alongside other operational parameters.
Advantage: The standard search engine with
very limited effort and user requiring a list of
candidate-document associations.

Disadvantage: It extract bug in individual not in
group.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The problem of data decrease for bug triage, i.e.,
how to reduce the bug data to save the labor cost
of developers and recover the quality to facilitate
the process of bug triage is addressed. Data
reduction for bug triage aims to build a small-
scale and high-quality set of bug data by
removing bug reports and words, which are
unnecessary or non-informative. In our work, we
combine existing techniques of instance selection
and feature selection to simultaneously reduce the
bug dimension and the word dimension. The
reduced bug data contain fewer bug reports and
fewer words than the original bug data and
provide similar information over the original bug
data. We evaluate the reduced bug data according
to two criteria: the scale of a data set and the
accuracy of bug triage. To avoid the bias of a
particular algorithm, we empirically examine the
results of four instance selection algorithms and
four feature selection algorithms.[8]

System Architecture:

Fig: Architecture of system

Bug repositories are broadly utilized for keeping
up software bugs, e.g., a popular and open source
bug repository, Bugzilla. Once a software bug is
found, a journalist (normally an engineer, an
tester, or an end client) records this bug to the bug
repository. A recorded bug is known as a bug
report, which has numerous things for specifying
the information of reproducing the bug. In a bug
report, the summary and the description are two
key things about the

data of the bug, which are recorded in natural
languages. As their names suggest, the summary
signifies a general statement for identifying a bug
while the description gives the details for
reproducing the bug. When a bug report is
formed, a human triager assigns this bug to a
developer, who will try to fix this bug. This
developer is recorded in an item assigned-to.

The procedure of allotting a right developer for
fixing the bug is called bug triage. A developer,
who is appointed to new bug report, begins to fix
the bug taking into account the knowledge of
historical bug fixing. In bug triage, a bug data set
is converted into a text matrix with two
dimensions, namely the bug dimension and the
word dimension. In our work, we leverage the
combination of instance selection and
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feature selection to generate a reduced bug data
set. We replace the original data set with the
reduced data set for bug triage.

Instance selection and feature selection are widely
used techniques in data processing. For a given
data set in a certain application, instance selection
is to obtain a subset of relevant instances (i.e.,
bug reports in bug data) while feature selection
aims to obtain a subset of relevant features (i.e.,
words in bug data) . In our work, we employ the
combination of instance selection and feature
selection. Given an instance selection algorithm
IS and a feature selection algorithm FS, we use
FS!IS to denote the bug data reduction, which
first applies FS and then IS; on the other hand,
IS!FS denotes first applying IS and then FS.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
MODULES:
 Dataset Collection
 Preprocessing Method
 Feature Selection/ Instance Selection
 Bug Data Reduction
 Performance Evaluation

MODULES DESCSRIPTION:
Dataset Collection:
To collect and/or retrieve data about activities,
results, context and other factors. It is important
to consider the type of information it want to
gather from your participants and the ways you
will analyze that information. The data set
corresponds to the contents of a single database
table, or a single statistical data matrix, where
every column of the table represents a particular
variable after collecting the data to store the
Database. [7]

Preprocessing Method:
Data Preprocessing or Data cleaning, Data is
cleansed through processes such as filling in
missing values, smoothing the noisy data, or
resolving the inconsistencies in the data. And also
used to removing the unwanted data. Commonly
used as a preliminary data mining practice, data
preprocessing transforms the data into a format
that will be more easily and effectively processed

for the purpose of the user.

Feature Selection/ Instance Selection:
The combination of instance selection and feature
selection is to generate a reduced bug data set. We
replace the original data set with the reduced data
set for bug triage. Instance selection is a
technique to reduce the number of instances by
removing noisy and redundant instances. By
removing uninformative words, feature selection
improves the accuracy of bug triage. It recovers
the accuracy loss by instance selection.

Bug Data Reduction:
The data set can reduce bug reports but the
accuracy of bug triage may be decreased. It
improves the accuracy of bug triage. It tends to
remove these words to reduce the computation for
bug triage. The bug data reduction is to reduce the
scale and to improve the quality of data in bug
repositories. It reduces duplicate and noisy bug
reports to decrease the number of historical bugs.

Performance Evaluation:
In this Performance evaluation, algorithm can
provide a reduced data set by removing non-
representative instances. The quality of bug triage
can be measured with the accuracy of bug triage.
to reduce noise and redundancy in bug data sets.

5. Experimental Results
In this Performance evaluation, algorithm can
provide a reduced data set by removing non-
representative instances. The quality of bug triage
can be measured with the accuracy of bug triage
to reduce noise and redundancy in bug data sets.

Fig: The Login Page
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Fig: Manager Login Page

Fig: Loading the data set

Fig: Preprocessing of the data set

Fig: Instance Selection

Fig: Feature Selection

Fig: Bug Report Analysis

6. CONCLUSION
Bug triage is a chip step of computer code
maintaining. The projected system aims to form
reduced and high-quality bug knowledge in
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computer code development and maintenance.
Processing techniques like instance choice and
have choice are used for data reduction. The
projected system is used for any open supply
comes that generate immense bug knowledge.
Various software corporations engaged on comes
like banking, food chain management will use the
applying of the projected system. The advantage
of proposed system is, it combines feature
selection with instance selection to decrease the
level of bug data sets as well as improve the data
quality. The next advantage is, it provide priority
according to severity of bug and security so that
no another developer can access it.
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